ABSTRACT
Introduction
Digital broadcasting is a novel paradigm for the next generation broadcasting. Its goal is to provide not only better quality of pictures but also a variety of services that is impossible in traditional airwaves broadcasting [1] . One of the important factors for this new broadcasting environment is the interoperability among applications since the environment is distributed. As the digital broadcasting is evolving to more complex and diverse environment due to rapid increase of channels and content, the broadcasting metadata becomes increasingly important. Therefore a standard metadata for digital broadcasting is required and TV-Anytime metadata [2] that is proposed by the TVAnytime Forum is one of the metadata standards for digital broadcasting [3] .
A Set-Top Box, which is called personal digital recorders (PDR), is responsible for receiving and managing the digital content and its metadata. Currently, a Set-Top Box is designed with limited hardware and relatively software. Therefore, it is necessary to develop technologies for efficiently storing of metadata and searching stored metadata based on The Set-Top Box with low-costing and lowsetting. Of course, several researches have already proposed some methods for managing metadata on digital broadcasting environment for these necessaries [4] . However, we cannot confirm whether their methods run efficiently in a Set-Top box environment because they do not consider characteristics of a Set-Top Box. We have also proposed the method for efficiently managing the broadcasting metadata in a service provider before this study [4] . The result of our research was more effective than other methods. However, to apply our previous methods into Set-Top Box has several problems such as small storage, memory size, and limited software. Consequently, there are some issues to apply general approaches for managing the metadata into Set-Top Box and we have to consider these issues.
In this paper, we propose a method for storing and searching broadcasting metadata. Also we implement the prototype using the proposed method and evaluate our method on a Set-Top Box environment with low-cost and low-setting. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related work. Section 3 and section 4 shows the index for Broadcasting metadata and a method for storing and searching metadata by our prototype system, respectively. In section 5, we describe the conformance evaluation and finally, section 6 provides concluding remarks.
Related Work
TV-Anytime forum is organized to develop specifications to enable services based on Local Storage and TVAnytime Metadata is one of these specifications. TVAnytime Metadata is used to describe various TV contents and is identified by CRID (Content Reference Identifier). The metadata allows consumer to find, navigate and manage content from a variety of sources, for example, broadcast, TV, internet. XML is the "representation format" used to define the schemas of the TV-Anytime Specification. Also, TV-Anytime metadata is technically defined using a single XML schema, so it is comprised of XML data. Figure 1 shows the structure of TV-Anytime metadata and Figure 2 is its sample instance.
TV-Anytime metadata is technically defined using single XML schema, and it's comprised of XML data. Therefore the method for storing and searching TV-Anytime metadata relates with the method for XML data. Many researchers have investigated different ways of storing XML data in relational databases [4, 5, 6, 7] , native XML databases [8, 9] , and file systems [10, 11] . Some re searches including our previous research investigated methods for storing the broadcasting metadata into relational database and searching stored metadata [4, 5] . [4, 5] support both XPath and XQuery languages for searching. So, two systems have a module to convert from user query to SQL query and use a specialized indexing method for efficient searching (quick processing of selection, projection, and join). However these two systems use a commercial relational database management system to manage the large volume of metadata because they only focused on service provider systems. Of course, it seems that it is a natural choice to use the RDBMS or Native XML DB because the content service provider has to mange not only the large volume of broadcasting metadata but also a lot of multimedia contents. However, their cost is expensive for STB with low-cost and low-setting.
Index for Broadcasting Metadata
In order to store broadcasting metadata, we select the file system because of the cost and hardware power. Although we choose the file system, the basic idea for storing is similar to our previous approach for storing TV-anytime metadata into a relational database. In other words, the basic approach for storing is based on binary approach [12] and the approach for assigning an identifier into a node is the Dewey number labeling [13] to keep a parentchild relationship.
Also we use the path table concept [14] for direct accessing to every nodes and node position concept for obtaining partial document from the metadata instance. Every node which has same name is stored in a single file and information for searching is addressed by the index file. Figure 3 shows the structure for indexing a 'b' node. The structure for indexing a node consists of node information part, common ID part, and node values part. In the node information part, we store the name, ID, and position which address the position of current node in original TV-Anytime metadata instance. The common ID part includes the name and ID of TV-Anytime metadata instance and Path ID which links with the XPath expression from root node to current node. The node value parts stores the information of child nodes and attribute nodes. Figure 4 shows an example XQuery query, Path Index, Node Index and document tree for obtaining result of the query briefly. In order to process the example XQuery query, a node has to satisfy following conditions. The full path expression to'd' node from root node is 'a/b/c/d', and its value have to contain "KBS News 9". Also the parent node 'c' of the 'd' node must have 'Month' attribute and its value have to equal to 'May'. If a node satisfies these conditions, we can obtain the partial documents of TVAnytime metadata instance including the node by the Node_Position.
Metadata Management System for Storing and Searching
The goal of Metadata Management System is to store and search metadata efficiently in a Set-Top Box environment for digital broadcasting. Figure 5 shows the architecture and function of the metadata management system in the Set-Top Box. Our metadata management system consists of the Storage Engine and the XQuery Engine.
As shown in Figure 6 , Storage Engine provides basically four interfaces: InsertDoc, DeleteDoc, UpdateDoc, and GetDoc for inserting, deleting, updating, and retrieving a metadata instance, respectively. In order to generate and store an index file including a metadata, InsertDoc parses the metadata received from Metadata Generator or Metadata Editor and then extracts and stores the information from the parsing Tree. DeleteDoc deletes the metadata matched with the user-inputted CRID. UpdateDoc deletes the old metadata that has the same CRID as the new metadata, and then inserts the new metadata. Since XQuery doesn't support update of XML data, we use the delete and insert instead of update command.
In this paper, we propose to use XQuery as query language for searching the broadcasting metadata. Since XQuery is standard query language proposed by W3C for querying XML data, it guarantees interoperability between digital broadcasting applications including a SetTop Box. An XQuery Engine consists of an XQuery parser module for query validation and a SearchDoc module for query execution. The input of XQuery Engine is the XQuery query, and its output is either the whole document or one part of the document. Figure 7 shows the architecture of XQuery Engine for a search of stored metadata. XQuery Analyzer gets a query in XQuery, parses the query using an XQuery parser and generates its syntax tree. XPath Translator module creates an XPath expres- sion which consist of full path expression to current node from root node by merging XPath expressions defined in FOR and LET clauses in XQuery queries. WHERE Processor and RETURN Processor are used for processing conditions defined in a WHERE clause and for constructing the result structure defined in RETURN clause, respectively. Index Analyzer parses the index files and generates the information for obtaining result metadata fragments from the storage by using the selected index. Result Composer constructs the final result using the result structure and result metadata fragments.
Performance Evaluation
In order to evaluate whether our choice of the strategies for the issues is relevant, we compare our prototype system with other general-purpose XQuery Engine and test their performance for various typical queries. We select two popular general XQuery Engines. One is the Oracle XQuery Engine [10] . The other is a Saxon-B XQuery Engine [11] . Two XQuery Engine it is all free source, a JAVA base, and a head of a family general XQuery Engine. The experimental setup is as follow: the CPU is Intel Pentium III Process 750 MHz, the memory size is 256 MB, the JDK version is 1.4 and the OS is LINUX 2.4.2.
Our system uses XQuery, which is a sub set of XQuery 1.0 (e.g. is not support 'OR' in WHERE clause and '//' in XPath path express). From the previous work [4, 15, 16, 17] , we have found that the query processing performance depend on the XPath expression, number of predicates, and result size. By considering these factors, I use the XQuery in Table 1 .
We omit some expressions in example queries except Q1. For example, the constructor '<Results>' is omitted because that is the same as in Q1. The queries Q1, Q2 and Q3 use single condition which is declared in the WHERE Table/ServiceInformation/ParentService where $p3="KBS News 9" and $p4="ko" and $p5>="2006" and $p7="true" and $p8="KBS" return <node>{ $p3, $p4, $p5, $p6, $p9, $p10 }</node>
Figure 8. Comparison of query processing times
clause. However, the result data sizes are expected different because the result of each query is a leaf node, an root node, and multiple root nodes together with their descendent nodes, respectively. Q4, Q5 and Q6 use different number of conditions. The return value of each query is a single root node, multiple root nodes, and multiple terminal and root nodes, respectively. Figure 8 summarizes the performance. The numbers of the test data are 50 and 200 TV-Anytime metadata instances respectively. The result shows that our system outperforms other methods for any queries except Q6. In case of Saxon B and Oracle, the complex queries Q4 and Q5, takes more execution time than simple query Q1, Q2, and Q3. However, our system does not so depend on the queries. In case of our system, Q6 takes more execution time than the other queries since we need time to compose result. However the case of Q6 is not general, because the result size of user queries is not large volume in a Set-Top Box, generally. Figure 9 summarizes the scalability property of the systems. The size of the test data is 50 documents, 100 documents, 150 documents and 200 documents, respectively. In case of Saxon B and Oracle, the processing time increases linearly as the number of data increases. However, the processing time of our system is independent of the data size for searching. The result of the evaluation shows that our system outperforms so that our approach is believed to be on of the efficient approaches for managing metadata in the Set-Top Box. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a method for storing and searching TV-Anytime metadata for digital broadcasting based on a Set-Top Box which is low-cost and low-setting. Also we have implemented a prototype system for applying our method and evaluated our approach which seems important since our prototype system outperforms the other compared systems. Our system was developed on digital broadcast environments [18] . However our result can be applied to any XML management systems that focus on the performance of store and retrieval on low-cost environments. 
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